Saintly Dinner Party

We will be hosting a “Saintly Dinner Party” where students will come to class dressed up as their assigned saint.

Please read with your children his or her assigned saint’s life and help put together a simple costume that will identify your children as his or her saint.

Your children should also bring a snack to share that reflects the time period and culture of his or her saint and be prepared to tell the class one favorite thing they learned about his or her saint.

Use this time as an opportunity for your children to develop a spiritual friendship with this saint! Find out what your child’s assigned saint is the patron of so you can pray for that saint’s special intercession. Ask your children why they think his or her assigned saint is a saint and how he or she can imitate that saint in holiness.

- Read card
- Make costume
- Prepare snack
- Come ready to share your favorite thing about your saint